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Approach for Analysis 
• Each gesture will be analysed in terms of its form. 
• Gestures can be analysed along four main parameters (see 

Bressem 2013): 
‣ Hand shape (fist, flat hand, single finger, and combination 

of fingers). 
‣ Orientation (palm up, palm down, palm lateral, and palm 

vertical). 
‣ Movement: 

➡Type of movement (straight, arced, circle, spiral, 
zigzag, and s-line). 

➡Movement direction = classified according to three 
axes (along the horizontal axis, along the vertical axis, 
along the sagittal axis). 

➡Movement character = considered along with three 
aspects (size, speed, and flow). 

‣ Position (centre centre: addresser’s own body; centre: 
close distance to the body; periphery: middle distance 
from the body; extreme periphery: far distance from the 
body). 

• All annotations will be made with the annotation software 
ELAN.

Introduction 
• This project = use and understanding of pro-speech deictic gestures (= deictic 

gestures used without speech) in two main categories of illocutionary acts: 
‣ Directives: 

➡Imperatives (i.e. orders + suggestions). 
➡Interrogatives (i.e. information-seeking questions).  

‣ Assertives: 
➡Answers to information-seeking questions (ISQs). 
➡Rhetorical questions (that have the illoc. force of an assertion). 
➡Positive response to rhetorical questions (RQs). 

• Background: 
‣ Literature on speech act theory: 

➡Does more than mentioning the use of so-called non-verbal 
communicative elements such as sighs, facial gestures, body 
movements, and the like (see e.g. Austin 1962, Bierwisch 1980, 
Clark 1996, Cuffari 2012, Searle 1969, Sperber & Wilson 
1995/2012a/2012b/2015, and Wharton 2009). 

➡Has not given much room for an in-depth study of hand gestures. 
‣ Aim of this study = bring together speech act theory + gesture studies. 

• Reasons for carrying out the study: 
‣ We all use words and gestures to communicate. 
‣ In some situations, gestures = known to be more effective than words, 

e.g.: 
➡When words are more time-consuming. 
➡When interlocutors cannot clearly hear each other. 

‣ Pro-speech gestures (= gestures used instead of words) = still under-
studied, especially with regard to what they can actually do in terms of 
pragmatics.

Methods 
• The project will be carried out in two steps. 
• 1st study –> on gesture production: 

‣ 6 participants will be asked to do silent role-plays in pairs. 
‣ Idea = force participants to use gestures –> why they will be asked 

not to speak. 
‣ Each illoc. act under investigation will be allotted one role-play: 

➡Imperative directives: Participants will be asked to stage: 
1.A person sending their interlocutor away –> order. 
2.A person offering someone to sit down –> suggestion. 

➡Interrogative directives: Participants will be asked to imagine 
they cannot hear each other while one of them wants to ask 
the other participant what is doing the strange person next to 
them –> ISQ. 

➡Assertives: We will ask participants to: 
1.Ask and answer a yes-no type of question such as “Can I 

take some sugar?” + a wh-question such as “Where is the 
sugar?”. 

2.Do the same thing as for the interrogative directive but 
knowing the utterer does not wish to get an answer, but 
rather wishes to comment on the person’s behaviour –> 
RQ. 

3.Ask and positively respond to an RQ. 
‣ All participants will be asked to do all role-plays + everything will be 

video-taped. 
• 2nd study –> on gesture perception: The design of the 2nd study will 

depend on the results obtained for the 1st study.
Research Questions 
• ARE THERE DIFFERENT FORMS OF DEICTIC GESTURES DEPENDING ON THE SPEECH ACT? 
• TO WHAT EXTENT DO PRO-SPEECH DEICTIC GESTURES DIFFER DEPENDING ON THE 

ILLOCUTIONARY ACT THEY REALISE?

Hypotheses 
• General assumption: This is genuinely the case, that there are different forms of 

deictic gestures depending on the speech act, i.e. probably also with co-speech 
deictic gestures. 

• Main hypotheses (loosely based on works by Bierwisch 1980, Bressem et al. 
2013, Ciroux 2020, Müller 2004, and Müller et al. 2013): 
‣ Gestures differ in form (=> they have different shapes, orientations, 

movements, and positions) depending on the realised illocutionary force. 
‣ Orders and suggestions differ at least as follows: 

➡Suggestions = realised by a palm up open hand (PUOH) gesture with a 
reduced and decelerated movement. 

➡Orders = realised by a palm down fully stretched index finger with an 
enlarged and accelerated movement. 

‣ ISQs = realised by a PUOH gesture. 
‣ Answers to ISQs have two variants: 

➡If positive answers to yes-no types of questions = realised by a PUOH 
gesture with a decelerated movement. 

➡If positive answers to wh-questions = realised by a palm down fully 
stretched index finger with a decelerated movement. 

‣ RQs (that have the force of an assertion) = realised by a PUOH gesture with 
a reduced and decelerated movement (=> RQs seek agreement in the 
addressee –> the utterer will use a PUOH gesture). 

‣ Positive responses to RQs = realised by a PUOH gesture with a reduced and 
decelerated movement –> show agreement. 

• Suggestion: These differences in gesture form strongly suggest that, on top of 
realising the propositional content, gestures alone realise the illocutionary force 
(see Bressem et al. 2013; Ciroux 2020). 

• Further presuppositions: 
‣ There will be a difference in gaze (shifts) depending on the illoc. act. 
‣ Facial gestures will play an important role in the distinction between the 

various types of questions.
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